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Abstract
Artificial data from five possible mechanisms of solid-
state reactions are used to test Horowitz and Metzger's
method, Freeman and Carroll's method, Coats and Redfern's
method and Linear least squares(LLSF) method. It is found
that LLSF method can give a rougR idea of a spectrum of
possible reaction mechanisms while other methods may lead
to false results. Differential Correction (DC) method is
used to refine results evaluated from LLSF method. However,
when thermoanalytical data from reactions in solution and
TG data from the thermal dehydration of pressed MgH) sample
are treated, DC procedure fails because of divergence. An
improved DC procedure is suggested in which the sum of square
residues is changed from to its sum of square
of percentage residues so that divergence
is avoided. The improved procedure is applied to the artificial
data, thermoanalytical data from reactions in solution and
TG data from the thermal dehydration of pressed MgH) sample
satisfactorily.
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Chapter I
Discussion on the Evaluation of Kinetic
Parameters of Solid-State Reactions from
Thermogravimetry
A. Introduction
The kinetics of many solid-state reactions of the type:
(1-1)




where oi is the degree of conversion; dckdt, the rate of reaction,
k, the temperature dependent rate constant and f(oO, a function
which represents the hypothetical model of the reaction
3 4
mechanism'. f(of) also depends on the geometry and other
physical properties of the sample. Equation (1-2) may also be
used to express the kinetics for homogeneous reactions except
oL is replaced by concentration, c. Since concentration is not
a representative parameter for solid-state processes as it may
vary through the sample, the nondimensional form, oC, is
therefore used.
The reaction rate doCdt may be related to weight change due
to the loss of gas C:
(1-3)
surface to achieve the new thermodynamically favourable arrange¬
ment. A is the atomic frequency of vibration. Other workers10,11
pointed that A could include many constants describing the initial
state of the sample, such as three dimensional shape factors of
the particles, molecular mass, density, stoichiometric factors
of chemical reaction, active surface and number of lattice
inprefections, as well as adsorption of gas, etc. The exponential
part of equation (1-5) is generally accepted because all true
solid-state processes are activated processes and can be explained
or predicted by the activated complex theory. However, some
3 12
authors' objected this theory and assumed that the rate-
controlling process of a heterogeneous reaction was heat exchange
between the reacting mass and its surroundings. Particular
analysis of the activated complex theory has been applied to the•
13
thermal decomposition of corbonates. A good agreement between
experimentally calculated and numerically predicted rate constants
for various tvoes of decompositions has been found.
Solid-State reactions must usually involve, at least, three
stages induction, growth and decay, each of which has its
3 A
own rate law f. The term E is understood as the activation
energy for rate-controlling process. It is found that for
diffusion control processes, E is associated with the activation
energies of intrinsic diffusion as well as for substitution
reactions. For nucleation and crystal growth control processes,
E is affected by activation energies of mass supply(diffusion)
and factors arising from the thermodynamic potential of nucleation
andor crystal..
Combination of equations (1-2) and (1-5), a general
differential equation to describe the kinetics of thermal
decomposition of solid-state reactions is obtained1
•(1-6)
In the TG measurement, a linear increased temperature program
is commonly employed so that a linear heating rate,, can be
obtained in the furnace and may be obtained in the reference and
the sample, provided that sample size is not too large, heating
rate is not high and the reference and the sample are comparable
(e.g. heat capacity, heat conduction, geometric shape,...etc.).
The furnace temperature, and approximately the sample and
-reference temperatures are given bv;
(1-7)
Differentiation of of equation (1-7) yields:
(1-8)
The kinetic equation (1-6) is then dependent on absolute
temperature and degree of conversion by the substitution of
equation (1-8)
(1-9)
In year 1971, Sestak and Berggen summerized previous works
in solid-state reactions and classified f(oL) into five possible
forms (Table 1-1), in which parameters were of certain values
and of theoretical physical meanings (Table 1-2). They proposed
the following equation:
Table 1-1
Possible combinations of f
f Type of mechanisms
m
Nucleation, linear growth of nuclei, or
k
linear diffusion.
Phase boundary reaction or unimolecular
decay law.
Diffusion,
Nucleation or later stages of linear
growth of nuclei.
Growth of nuclei or diffusion.
Table 1-2
Theoretical justified values and ranges of parameters
m, n and p.





0, -1, 12, 23, 34.
12, 23, 1, 1.5, 2.
-1
0.5 n 1 and 0.774 m 0.556.
f
m=0.5 and n~0. 5.
m=l and n=l.
m 1 and n 1.





and commented teat it was suitable for the algorithmization of
the preliminary estimation of the probable reaction mechanisms,
They proposed that experimental data should be treated by
equation (1-10), in which different combinations of reaction
orders were employed. if a constant k was obtained, the
corresponding reaction orders and mechanisms may be true for the
reaction. Although they warned that the procedure cannot give
the direct answer in the search for a true reaction mechanism,
a rough idea of a spectrum of possible reaction mechanisms
would be provided. In the dynamic thermoanalytical (such as TG)
measurement, the kinetics of solid-state reactions may be
described by the combination of equation (1-9) and (1-10):
(1-11)
By the dynamic thermoanaly tical methods, krp may be found by
evaluating parameters A, E, n, m and p on the basis of equation
(1-11). Data fitting is then the most important criterion to the
preliminary estimation of probable reaction mechanism. Obviously,
the rationality of the results is another important criterion.
Many common methods for treating some dynamic kinetic data
assume that, Other methods make use of possible
forms of f(oO and the trial—and-error procedure is employed to
obtain a rational result which is also a good-fit to experimental
data. If these methods are employed to treat kinetic data of
reaction mechanisms other than tue n-type, a question may be
raised whether these methods will yield satisfactory results
for the true mechanism or they will yield irrational results
for false mechansims. A good method should have the capability
that only true results fit the data, while false, rational
results give large deviation from the fitting (irrational
results are of course deleted). At least, the method should
provide a rough idea of a spectrum of possible reaction
mechanisms. and is therefore a tool of preliminary estimation
B. Dynamic kinetic methods for Thermogravimetry and theii
classification
Dynamic kinetic methods may be classified into Integral
and Differential methods according to their treatment of
experimental data. The former requires degree of conversion,
oL, and temperature, T; the latter requires an additional data
rate of reaction, doidt. These methods may also be classified
as one-curve method and many-curves method according to
experimental procedure. Here the dynamic kinetic methods are
classified according to their treatment on the function f(~).
Class A. f(oO is assumed as (l-x)n or other forms.
1. Integral method
7
(a) Van Krevelen and his co-workers' method
15
(b) Horowitz and Metzger's method
1 f)





(g) Dharwadkar and Karkhanavala's method
2. Differential methods
22
(a) Freeman and Carroll's method
23
(b) Reich, Lee and Levi's method
25
(c) Yachuska and Voboril's method
(d) Kofstad's method
Class B. f(oQ is estimated by trial—and-error procedure.
1.Integral methods
26
(a) Doyle's curve fitting method
(i) Zasko's simplification
(ii) Satava and Skvara's graphical comparison method
30
(b).Flynn and Wall's method: the generalization of
Horowitz and Metzger's method
33
(c) Coats and Redfern's method
(d) Satava's method
35
(e) Ozawa's method (many-curves method}
2. Differential methods
32
(a) Brindley, Sharp and Achar's method
24 34
(b) Linear least square (LLSF)' method'
(c) Ozawa's method (many-curves method)
There are almost twenty common methods. Among them, Horowitz and
Metzger's method, Freeman and Carroll's method and Coats and
Redfern's method were well known and tested by many authors.
However, these testing did not consider reaction mechanisms
other than n-type. In this chapter, artificial thermoanalytical
data of m-type, n-type, p-type, mn-type and np-type mechanisms
are synthesized to test LLSF method, Horowitz and Metzger's
method, Freeman and Carroll!s method and Coats and Redfern's
method for the reason that they are most commonly used. 9
C. Synthesis of thermoanalytical data




where the lower limit of the integrand G is taken as Tq=0oK
and the lower limit of the integrand F is therefore
When the assumed parameters A, E and reaction order(s) are
assigned, for a given value of F can be computed by
Gauss's Quadrature for Numerical Integration accurately
19,42
The upper limit of integral function G is then computed by
42
Newton-Raphson method•




m=0.5 (Table 1-5); the reaction is controlled
by nucleation according to the power law.
(Table 1-4). The reaction is
controlled by the two-dimensional movement of
phase-boundary.
(Table 1-9); it is a diffusion-
controlled reaction with two-dimensional transport
crocess.
(iv) )= oLm(l-ol)n, m=l, n=l (Table 1-6). The reaction
process is controlled by nucleation followed by
the linear growth of nuclei with branching nuclei
interacting during their growth.
(v) f(pQ= (l-PC)n [-lnCl-oQjP, n=l3 p=-l (Table 1-7)
A diffusion- controlled reactions with three-
dimensional transport process in a sphere (dander's
equation).
Plots of OC versus T for artificial data set 1,2 and 4 (table
1-3, 1-4 and 1-6) are shown in figure 1-1. Plots of cf versus
T for artificial data set 3 and 3 (table 1-3 and 1-7) are
shown in figure 1-2.
Sharp had summarized results from previous dynamic
studies on the thermal decomposition of magnesium hydroxide.
The scattering of E were great and .ranged from 16 kcalmol to
93 kcalmol. However, most of them fell in the range from
35 kcalmol to 70 kcalmol. The value of 50 kcalmol of E for
the above five sets of artificial data is chosen. The
frequency factor A and the heating rate are assumed to
be 5. OOOxlOsec and 5°Cmin., respectively. In order
to observe the effect of random experimental error on
the elucidation of reaction mechanisms and the evaluation
of kinetic parameters by dynamic kinetic methods, values of
T an c t in Table 1-3, 1-4, 1-5 1-6 and 1-7 are chopped
off after four figures
Table 1-3




































































Artificial data set 2, f(X) =((1-X)0.5

































































































































































































































































































Plots of oC vs T for artificial data set 3 and 5
T(0JC)
D. Testing of some dynamic kinetic methods
Data fitting is one of the most important criteria to the
preliminary estimation of probable reaction mechanism. A
criterion must be set so that results from satisfactory data
fitting can be recognized. Most methods employed the linear
regression equation involving two variables: y=aQ+a-x. The
linearity of this linear regression can be estimated by the
43
correlation coefficient r:
where is called unexplained scattering or the
sum of square residues; is called the explained
scattering; aQ, a- are the regressed coefficients; y is the
mean value of y.s; represents the summation from i=l to n
and n is the number of data points; subscript i denotes the
value at the ith data point.
If the value of r is close to unity, the linear correla¬
tion of variables in the linear regression equation will be high;
in other words, the plot will be straight. A linear plot with
r greater than 0.9990 is assumed to be a straight line. If
E and A evaluated from this straight line are rational, the
reaction mechanism for this line is assumed to be probable.
The rationality of reaction orders can be checked by
table (1-1) and table (1-2), in which theoretical justified
values of different combinations of m, n and p are listed.
The values of E and A have close relation and may be correlated
by the proportion: log(A)oCE; which is known as the
Kinetic Compensation Effect50 Therefore the range
for rational value of E may correlate the rational range of A.
Justification of E may be enough. Since Sharp had summarized
the scattering of E from 95 kcalmol to 16 kcalmol for the
thermal decomposition of MgCOH)? this range is chosen here
as the rational range for E.
15
(i) Horowitz and Metzger's method
They simplified the exponential integrand G with an
approximation similar to, but simpler than, that used by
Van Krevelen et.al. A characteristic temperature 0 was
defined such that 8=T-Tm and, where Tm is the temp¬
erature at which d©£dt is a maximum. The assumption that
fUWl-cQ1 was made. The reaction order n can be estimated
from, the degree of conversion at the maximum slope
on the thermogravimetric curve.
For n= 1, this will be estimated by the relation:
(1-13)
and the linear relation between 0 and In [-ln(l-oOj can
be obtained:
n -i a
For n 1, the value of n is estimated by:
(1-15)




There are maximum reaction rates for artificial data of n, p,
mn and np type mechanisms. Values of n for these data are
estimated by equation (1-15). Values of u from equation (1-16)
are then calculated (Table 1-8). u is plotted versus 0
(Figure 1-3) and four straight lines are obtained. Small
deviation occurs when the value of 0 becomes too large. The
maximum of dc£dt of artificial data of m-type mechanism cannot
be found. The absence of maximum in dcdt data for m-type
mechanism is easily seen since ddt=kT• c(m. o(. increases with
t so should oi. increases with T and in turn, with t.
Since they both increase with t (or T), their product should
also increase with t (or T) and no ijiaximum exists in the ddt
versus T curve. The curve-shape for m-type reaction is like
those of zero order. Therefore,Horowitz and Metzger's method
cannot be applied.
The linear plot of curve 1 for f(c0= (l-oO yields
n=0.47 and E=51.72 kcalmol. The linear plot of curve 2 for
true f (o0= [-ln(l-D() J1 yields n=0.33 and E=2728 kcalmol.
The linear plot of curve 3 for true f (oC)= (1-()C) £-ln(l-X)] ~1
yields n=0.69 and E=28.33 kcalmol. The linear plot of curve
4 for true f([0= c-( 1-P0 yields n=1.63 and E=590 kcalmol.
Horowitz and Metzger's method gives satisfactory results fc
correct mechanism of n type only. It gives false results foi
reaction mechanisms other than n type. The rationality of th
false results fo 1_
are not bad. In addition, curve 2 and curve 3 have linearity
comparable with curve 1. Justification of reaction mechanism
by curve-fitting is therefore a failure. It is concluded that
Horowitz and Metzger's method cannot give idea of a spectrum
of possible reaction mechanisms and false results may be obtained
2.c
(ii) Freeman and Carroll's method
They based on equation(l-6) with the assumption that
Equation (1-17) can be written in the logarithm form
After taking difference, equation (1-18) become
(1-19)



























































































True mechanism: True mechanism:
Estimated n=1.63Estimated n=0,69
































































Horowitz and Metzgerfs Plots
is assumed to be
curve 1: for data derived from f()= (l-)
curve 2: for data derived from f(?0= -ln(l-,)j
curve 3: for data derived from f (o()~ (l-X)f-ln(l-.)
curve 4: for data derived from f (Q= 0((1~ 00
A plot of y versus x should result in a straight line with
slope of -ER and intercept of n for correct mechanism. This
method has the advantage that n and E are evaluated simulta¬
neously and the trial and error procedure is avoided. However,
the difference-ratios in equation (1-20) may introduce
appreciable error. Data of five possible mechanisms are
treated by Freeman and Carroll's method and values of y and x
are listed in table 1-9. Since equation (1-20) is in a
difference form, the differences of ith and (i+l)th data points
are considered. The value of i begins from 2 to 21. Plots
of y versus x are shown in Figure 1-4. The resultant parameters
are listed in table 1-10.
It is surprising that results from trace 3 and 5 are
reasonable and linearity are high compared with that of n-type
mechanism. Linearity of trace 1 is not so good, the value of
E is higher and negative reaction order n is obtained. Trace 4
has unreasonable high value of E and negative value of n,
Therefore, the assumed f(oL)= (l-oO seems impossible for
artificial data set 4, Only results from trace 2 which is
assigned by a correct mechanism are satisfactory. Therefore,
it is not satisfactory to apply the Freeman and Carroll's method
to the thermoanalytical data of solid-state reactions for
evaluating the true mechanisms or even a rough idea of the
spectrum of mechanisms.
Table 1-9
Results from Freeman and Carroll's method






















































































































Trace 1: true f (od)= d°5; Trace 2: true f °'5






















































































Freeman and Carroll's Plots
is assumed to be
curve 1: data derived from f()=
D R
curve 2: data derived from f(oO=(l-)
1 —1
curve 3: data derived from f(c-)= [-ln(l-)j
curve 4: data derived from f (pL)~ ck (1-K)
curve 5: data derived from f (ct)= (1-flQ {-ln(l-)j
Table 1-10
Kinetic parameters from Freeman and Carroll's






















S: the unexplained scattering or the sum of square residues.
3 3
(iii) Goats and Redfern's method
Equation (1-12) was used and f(oL) was assumed to be (l-oL)n
61-12)
or F= G




Although the asymptotic series are divergent, a limited number
of terms of the series can be used to calculate a value for
G to an accuracy which depends on (RTE) and the number of
terms taken'. Rearranging equation (1-21) and taking
logarithm gives:
(1-22)
For n= 1, an equation similiar to equation (1-22) is
obtained.
(1-23)
Assuming that the term is constant
for most values of E and for the usual reaction temperature
ranges, a plot of either In against lT or,when
n =1, In against lT should give a straight line
of slope -ERT for the correct value of n.
In order to obtain a more complete idea of probable
reaction mechanisms from the therraoanalytical data, f(o-i)
in the starting equation (1-12) is not restricted to n-
type. The integrand F can be expressed in a general form:
(1-24)
where m, n and p may have any possible combinations.
Table (1-1) lists the theoretical justified values and
ranges of these parameters. These values and ranges are
Table 1-11
Values of kinetic parameters used to treat the five sets'










0.5 n 1 and
0.774 m0.556.
m 1 and n 1,




vith increment equal to 0.2
with increment equal to 0.2
with increment equal to 0.2
with increment of m equal to o.ll
and of n equal to 0.2
with increment of both m and n
equal to 0.2
Once the parameters are assumed, the integrand F can be
computed by numerical method. Equation (1-22) is generalized
to:
(1-25)
where F is given by equation (1-24). if the logarithm term in
the right hand side of equation (1-25) is assumed to be
constant like that of the treatment for n-type mechanism, a
O
plot of ln(FT) versus lT should give a straight line of
used in the trial-and-error procedure, in which the values
of parameters are changed as shown in table 1-11
slope -ER for the correct form of f (oL). Five sets of artificial
data from tables (1-3) to (1-7) are treated by the method.
Kinetic parameters of probable reaction mechanism from rational
value of E with value of r greater than 0.9990 for these
artificial data are listed in table (1-12). To give a rough-
idea for comparison, the worst r obtained for rational set of
parameters is 0.94426; that for irrational set of parameters is
0.93307.
It can be seen from table 1-12 that:
(a]
f) R
Artificial data set 1, f (oL)= cL •J. Only m-type and mn-type
mechanisms are probable. Although the true mechanism
type may be determined by the higher values of r from
line (1) to line (5) than those from line (6) and (7),
the true parameter set cannot be determined because of
equal value of r for these lines. The true mechanism is
therefore not possible to be found by Coats and Redfern's
method.
(b) Artificial data set 2, f (oi)= (l-o). There are four
mechanism types fit the data and satisfy the criteria
for the value of E. The regression line (13) which is of
np-type mechanism has highest value of r and may be
mistakenly recognized as the most probable reaction
mechanism if Coats and Redfera's method is employed and
data fitting is the only criteria. When the n-type
mechanism is assumed(which is correct) for this set
of artificial data, rough results (about 2.7% error
in E) of kinetic parameters are obtained. This may be
due to the chop-off error inherited in T.
rpahlP 1 -1 P
Elucidation of probable reaction mechanisms for five




































































































































































































































(c) Artificial data set 5 n-type, p-type
and np-type mechanisms are probable for this set of
data. The most probable reaction mechanism can be
determined by the highest value of r from line (18).
Errors in these parameters are very small because of
the correct assignment of p value.
(d) Artificial data set 4, The true mechanism
type can be elucidated by Goats and Redfern's treatment.
Other assumed reaction mechanisms yield unreasonable high
value of E and A. The value of E from line (26) is far
from the true value. From table (1-6), it is seen that
values of neighboring T are very close. Chop-off to
four significant figures in T therefore inserts serious
errors to these T values and the regressed E value is,
of course, poor.
(e) Artificial data set 5
Reaction mechanisms of n-type, p-type and np-type are
probable. The true mechanisms and parameters may be
evaluated by the highest value of r.
Many authors9 had discussed that E and log(A)
calculated for a reaction by dynamic method under different
reaction conditions and different history of sample had the
Kinetic Compensation Effect, that is, the logaritnm of
A is proportional to E:
log(A)= aE+ b (1-26)
where a and b are constant. This effect is also found for
results in table 1-12 for different assumed mechanisms as
shown in Figure 1-5. The reaction order and types of reaction
mechanism have little correlation with values of log(A) and
E; log(A) and E have linear correlation no matter which mechanisir
is assumed. Garn0 had discussed that this effect may be viewed
as a mathematical necessity'1 of equation (1-27):
(1-27)
because we hardly ever measure a rate constant over more
than two or three orders of magnitude,... log(k) changes only
over a very small (compared to log(A)) range... As soon as one
realizes that the range of temperatures over which a reaction
is studied is normally so small that T is virtually constant,
it becomes obvious that the equation is that of a straight
line. If the term in equation (1-25)
is neglected and after rearrangement, an equation similiar to
equation (1-27) can be obtained:
(1-28)
Variation of log (fFRT2) for the five sets of artificial data
are not greater than 6 units. Variation of log(E) is comparably
p
small. (log(E)+ log(FRT)) may be approximately constant.
Large variation in the calculated E causes a large change in
log(A) and the two parameters are therefore almost linearly
correlated by equation (1-28).
Pierure 1-5
The Kinetic Compensation Effect of artificial
data when different mechanisms are assumed
E (iccalmol)
(iv) Linear Least Square Fitting method(LLSF method)
19
Chen and Fong v proposed a combined numerical method
in which the LLSF procedure was first applied to estimate
kinetic parameters from thermogravimetric curves. The
five types of mechanism for solid-state reactions suggested by
Sestak and Berggern were used. From the different sets of
parameters thus obtained, the most probable mechanism type
was decided. They chosed a common mechanism type o4m(l-DQn
as an example. Rewrite equation (1-11) for this mechanism:
. (1-32)
Take logarithm
Equation (1-33) may be written in the following form
(1-34)
where y,x,z and u are variables representing IndcVdT,
lT, 1not and ln(l-oO, respectively and the pfs are
constants which contain parameters A,E,m and n. The sum




where the subscript i designates the ith data point and X
is the number of data points taken. The best set of
parameters should meet the following conditions:
dSdp-O, 3Sdp2=0» c)SdP2=0 and dSr)p=0.
The normal equations can be obtained in a matrix form:
(1-36)
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All the summations are taken from 1 tof. The four
constants p-, pt an P4 can obtained by solving
equation (1-36) and the four parameters, A, E,m and n can,
in turn, be calculated. By a similar manner, kinetic
parameters for the other four types of mechanism can be
evaluated. They suggested that the correctness of the
assumed mechanism type is judged from the rationality of
4-4-
the deduced parameters.
Five sets of artificial data from table (1-3) to (1-7)
were treated by the LLSF method. Their results are listed in
tables(l-13a) to (l-13e). The sum of square residues S (defined
by equation 1-35) derived from different combinations of
parameters for artificial data set 1 are very small; S=0.2590
-S -5
xlO J for m-type mechanism; S=0.8816x10 for n-type mechanism;
— S- 5
S=0.8411x10 for p-type mechanism; S= 0.2269x10 for mn-ipe
- 5
mechanism; 3=0.5467x10 for np-type mechanism. The explained
scattering for all the above regressed lines is
24.68. Since therefore, values of r in table
(l-13a) are equal to unity. From the smallest value of S, mn-
type mechanism for this set of artificial data is the most
probable. Since the value of a is very small, mechanism type
for this set of artificial data should be m-type. Kinetic
parameters derived from m-type mechanism for artificial data
set 1 is rather poor. From table (1-3), it is seen that values
of neighboring T and doidt are .very close. Serious errors
in these T and do(dt values may be inherited because they
are chopped off after four figures.
In table (l-13b), results from assumed n-type, mn-type and np-
type mechanisms are reasonable and have comparable largest r
values. The most probable mechanism should be n-type because
of verysmall value of m and p in the latter two. In table
(l-13c), results from assumed n-type, p-type, mn-type and np-
type mechanisms for artificial data set 3 (true fWM-lnU-cOr1)
are probable. Results from the mn-type mechanism are very irra¬
tional. This mechanism type should be abandoned for artificial
data set 3. The poorer r value of n-type mechanism and the
very small value of parameter n in the np-type mechanism lead
one to the conclusion that p-type mechanism is the most probable
In table(l-13d), only mn-type mechanism most fits the artificial
data set 4 and reasonable kinetic parameters are evaluated. The
most probable mechanism for this data is therefore mn-type. In
table (l-13e), probable mechanisms are n-type, p-type, mn-type
and np-type. E.value derived from mn-type mechanism is too
small. Value of E from p-type mechanism is not too high, but
the unreasonable value of p makes it become less probable. The
r value of np-type mechanism is far close to unity than that
of n-type mechanism (S=0.1146xl0-5 for no-type mechanism.
Table (l-laO to (l-T7)
Results from LLSF method for five
sets of artifical data
Table 1-13 A r t. i f 1 n i al data set 1.





















Table 1-13' Artificial data set 2





















t value of A is less than 10
value of A is grater than 10
Table 1-13 Artificial data set!



















Table l-13c Artificial data set I
















Table l-l5e Artificial data set 5.






















values of A are less than 10
41
values of A are greater than 10
-3
S=0.8409x10 for n-tvDG mpn.hflm'Rml mho mci nvmKr,,i™ u„
for the artificial data set B (true
is therefore np-type,
F,. Discussion
From the results obtained by the treatment of Horowitz
and Metzger's method, Freeman and Carroll!s method, Goats and
Redfern's method and the LLSF method which is the prelimin¬
ary procedure in the Combined Numerical method, it is seen
that the former two methods lead to false results for the
artificial data of reaction mechanisms other than n-type
the latter two methods can provide a detailed idea of the
spectrum of possible reaction mechanisms. The LLSF method
has advantage over the Coats and Redfern's method because
of the following reasons: (a) it avoids the tedious curve-
fitting work in which the trial-and-error procedure must be
involved. The results from all possible mechanisms are
conveniently obtained and compared. (b) In the LLSF method,
when a false reaction mechanism is assumed, very unreasonaDle
results are obtained. The value of r is also less close to
unity than that from the correct mechanism and the more
conclusive results can be obtained. It is therefore advisable
to use the LLSF method as a preliminary procedure to determine
reaction mechanism and evaluate kinetic parameters for solid-
state reactions.
Amendment to the Algorithm of
T)i ffpTpntifll flnrrpntinn Methm
A. Introductic
For simplicity, only reaction mt danism of n-type wi]
he discussed. Consideration of other mechanisms may be
extended. The differential equation (1-12) is reduced to:
and is integrated by seperation of variable:
ov-n
-O u
where i= lf2,...,-£ for I data points. The lower limits for
these integrands are usually chosen as oL0=0, where To=0°K;
however, other choices such as and T__-; anc
,...,etc may be possible. The choice of dLo=0 and To=0°K has
the advantage that no experimental error is inherited. Equatie
(2-2a) is abbreviated as:
F.= G.
i i
Owing to experimental error, F and G may not be exact and
have deviations. The sum of square residues S is defined by:
For convenience, is simplified as
19n V-» rr or Vonr J
1= X
nrnnnsed the Differential Correction (DC) method. According to
their method, the approximated kinetic parameters A0, E° and
n° are, first, found from Linear Least Squares Fitting (LLSF
procedure; then, differential corrections to these quantities













The superscript denotes quantities at the minimum of S;
the superscript o denotes approximated values; the
subscript i denotes the ith point. Combination of equatior
(2-3)t (2-4a) and (2-4b) gives the minimum value of the
square residues, S:
( O C
where (Fn). denotes c)F?cn; (GAL denotes 5G?dA and (GE).
denotes Tn find An. a A and aR. uartial derivatives
1
nf P wi th rpsnppt fn thpRp d i f f prpnti al correction terms are
set to zero:
and
Normal equations are established in a matrix form which is
linear in ..in, AE and AA.
(2-7)
Solving the linear normal equation (2-7), An, AA and AE can
be determined. These differential correction terms are added
to their corresponding approximated parameters n°, A° and E°








Equation (2-7) is only an approximation and therefore parameters
correspond to S cannot oe obtained immediately e The improved
parameters are employed as another set of approximated





The denominator in equation (2-9a) is chosen as (l+n°) instead
of n°. so as to avoid inconvenience arised when n =0. Chen
51
and Fong, in their evaluation of kinetic parameters of the
dehydration of magnesium hydroxide:
Mg(OH), MgO+ H„0 (2-10)
chose 10 as the value of£'. Three sets of TG curves were
treated. The convergency of the differential corrections
finally achieved and conditions (2-9'b) were satisfied.
Reasonable results were obtained.
53
The DC method is based on the Gauss method' which is one
of the nonlinear least squares (NLLS) methods. Later, Marcu
PO
and Segral, after studying the NLLS procedures reviewed by
54
Judd and Norris for the determination of rate constant and
reaction order of contracting interface reactions in the solid
state,also suggested a similiar algorithm based on the Gauss
method to evaluate the nonlinear kinetic parameters of the
calcium oxalate monohydrate dehydration under nonisothermal
conditions. However, Marcu and Segral only estimated the
approximated values of integral function G and its derivates,
(GA) and (GE), while Chen and Fong evaluated these quantities
by the Gauss's Quadrature.
DC method can be classified as an Integral method and has
the advantage that it depends on the degree of conversion o4
and temperature T only, while the Differential methods, such
as Freeman and Carroll's method, Vachuska and Voboril's method,
etc. depend on not only p( and T, but also the reaction rate,
(dcVdt, or dcxdT under programmed heating rate.) wnich is a
secondary data for TG and may be less accurate.
R- .Shortcomings of the DC method
ft
(i) Kinetic parameters evaluated from S may not be the best
set to fit the experimental data. Parameters evaluated fron
other forms of sum of square residues are possible or even
9
better. The following is an example.
Let T= absolute temperature measured experimentally at oL6
T= T (o£, A, E, n)
= absolute temperature calculated from the estimatec
parameters. It is a function of the degree of
conversion and of the parameters n, A and E.
The experimental oC-T curve of reaction (2-10) or other tderma!6
decomposition reaction of solids may have a set of apparent
kinetic parameters. If such set of parameters is found, oC-Tc
curve can be obtained by the computation of T. at each oi.
It is reasonable that T. and T. would have deviations.D 1 P 1
Therefore, another sum of squares, Sm. can be defined by:
(2-11)
rather than the previous one, S, as defined by
(?-1)
Although minimization of S by DC method may be workable, it
would be more preferable to minimize such that a3-Tc curve
approximates the o(-T curve as close as possible. Function F
and G are not linear to temperature. The minimization of
equation (2-3) leads to 3 ast squares of residues (F- G)
ft
only. The minimum S may t correspond to the minimum 3m whichJL
is the consequence of least square residues of (Te j_-Tc j,)•
Obviously, we would expect that the closeness of c?C-T curve
to the o-T curve should be a better criterion than others.
Minimization of equation (2-3) is not as good as the minimiz-
ation of equation (2-11). Data of oi and T for three runs of
thermal dehydration of MgH) unpressed sample G from Fong and
Chen's paper are reproduced in Table 2-1, 2-3 and 2-5. Kinetic
parameters for these thermoanalytical data evaluated by DC
method from their paper are also shown under the respective
tables. These parameters are used to calculate T., F. and
v-» j I JL
Gi at each and The values of Tc i and residues
(T .-T.) are also listed in Tables 2-1, 2-3 and 2-5. The
v e, i c, l'
values of F. and G. are listed in Tables 2-2, 2-4 and 2-6.
1 1
Values of 0L versus T and oC versus T for the same sample are6 C
plotted on a same graph; but for the three samples, they are
plotted seperately as shown in figure 2-1, 2-3 and 2-5. It is
seen that there are some deviations which is larger over the
beginning region and smaller over the ending region. Plots of
F versus T and G versus T for three samples are shown in
e e
Figures 2-2, 2-4 and 2-6 seperately; F versus T and G versus
T for same sample are plotted in the same figure. It is seen
that no large deviations occur over all data points. We may
conclude that the minimization of equation (2-5) has different
weights over the 0(_-T curves.
Table 2-1
Data of oL9 T and T for TG curve A, unpressedG C
IvIg(OH)9 sample C; T was calculated byb G
parameters derived from the DC method
point











































































































Values of F, G and F-G for data listed in Table 2-
poin
no.
















































































n rnA i c
These values are calculated from thermoanalytical data
and parameters given in Table 2-1.
Figure 2-1
Plots of 06 versus T and oL versus T from Table 2-1
e c
(for TG curve A, unpressed sample C)







Plots of F versus T and G versus T from Table 2-2
(for TG curve A, unpressed sample C)
O JU eUU u u u u u o u- U -J U U -J U A J
EXP.ERIMENTR L T E MPERRTUR E (°k)
Table 2-3
Data of o(,T and T for TG curve B, unpressed6 C
MgCOH) sample G; Tc was calculated by
parameters derived from the DC method
point

































































































































































































These values are calculated from thermoanalytical data
and parameters given in Table 2-3..
Figure 2-3
Plots of oL versus T and oL versus T from Table 2-3
e c




1 i n e
Figure 2-4
Plots of F versus T and G versus T from Table 2-4
e e
(for TG curve B, unpressed sample C)
O JU c UU U 'r U U U UuU c UU U U U e U U
EXPERIMENTAL TEMPERATURE (°k)
Table 2-5
Data of cL, T and T for TG curve C, unpressedVI V
MgH) sample C; Tc was-calculated b;y
parameters derived from the DC methoc
point









































































































Values of F, G and F-G for data listed in Table 2-5
point
no.
















































































These values are calculated from thermoanalytical data
and parameters given in Table 2-5.
Figure 2-5
Plots of cL versus T and oL versus T from Table 2-5
(for TG curve C, unpressed sample C)







Plots of F versus T and G versus T from Table 2-b
e e
(for TG curve C, unpressed sample C)
EXPERIMENTS TEMPERATURE CK)
(ii DC method, sometimes leads to divergence. There are two
reasons.
(a: S may not be a well bound minimum
One of the example is the acid catalyzed iodination reaction
which is of zero order. By applying the LLSF method to the





The application of DC method to these solution data is slightly
modified (see chapter 3). The sum of square residues S in this
modification is replaced by the sum of square residues SQ. SQ
is defined by:
(2-12)
in whicl- is analogue to F.
Regression on S by the DC method results in divergence.o
After 25th iteration, the values of A and E become very large
and the calculation by computer is stopped. In order to find
56
S, Direct Search method is employed to calculate S within
c c





The largest and smallest values of the parametric ranges are
choosen so that the range seems rational.
The evaluation procedures are as follows:
(1) All parameters are scanned from their smallest values n t
A and E to their largest values n0, A., and E? with
s s-• r. c
corresponding increments Sn, A and SE. The value of Sc is
calculated for each set of n, A and E.
(2) The first scanned parameter is E. Set n=n„, A=A. Thes s
value of E is increased from Eo to E with an increment of
£E(1.361 kcalmol) each time.
(3) The second scanned parameter is A. Set n=no, A-A+ A(EA=o o
1 1 1
1.168x10 sec). The value of E is again scanned from E to
bj
E. When E reaches E, the value of A is increased by another
g A, and the value of E is scanned from Ee to E; again. Theh v_
procedure is repeated until the value of A reaches A,..
(4) The last scanned parameter is n. Set i=ng+ 6 n (Sn=0.075)t
A is scanned from to A hy the same procedure as described
in (3). When A reaches A, the value of n is increased by
another g n and the value of A is scanned from Ag to A again,
The procedure is repeated until the value of n reaches
The above procedure is illustrated by a flow-chart in Figure
2-7. Each time the value of E scanned at certain values of
n and A, there are one or two minima of S. Only these minimum
results are listed in Table 2-1. The combination of parameters
forms a framework of lattice points in the parametric space.
Each lattice point have a value of S for a set of parameter
values. Although there are minimum values of E (mostly are
22.032 kcalmol)for most combination of n and A, no obvious
minimum in the framework can be concluded. One may guess that
the point when n=-0.205» A=3 505x10 sec and E=22.052 kcal
mol, with S =0.003533x10 is a minimum. However, if the value
of n becomes smaller, by the same procedure, smaller value
of S can be obtained(lower part part of Table 2-7). Therefore,
we may conclude that there is no well -bound S, or we may
suspect that S does not exist in the interested parametric
range for this set of kinetic data.





















Direct Search method Evaluation of
by given parameters

































































































































































































(b) Even S is a well bound minimum, i.e. there is a set of
kinetic parameters which can well represent the experimental
curve, but if the initial guess of parameters are too far
away from the true values, regression on S will still lead to
divergence.
Consider functions Eh and G expanded by Taylor series to




If m is sufficiently large, equations (2-13 a) and (2-13b)
are good approximations. However, in order to obtain a linear
relation of the differential correction vith S, the
51
Linear Assumption is used. The Taylor expansion after
the first derivative terms are chopped off and local linearity
0 o




If the two Taylor series are chopped off after the (m-l)th
term, the error bounds are given by:
(2-15a)
. (2-15b)
where e holds for the error bound of the integrands F
and en holds for the error bound of the integrands G..
Therefore, the error bounds for approximations (2-4a) and (2—4b)
are given by the terms in second derivatives:
(2-lba)
(2-lbb)
In order to test the Linear Assumption, the error bounds at
oC= 0.424 and ol=0.825 for an experimental TG curve of the
dehydration of magnesium hydroxide, sample C, are considered.
Reaction mechanism is assumed as n-type. By the treatment of




Error bounds for these parameters are assumed to be:
The first and second derivatives of F and G are computed by
Gauss's Quadrature. Percentage error bounds of F and G are





In the domain c (0.4,0.82), F and G are analytical functions.
We may conclude that for the percentage error bound
of F, estimated by equation (2-4a) within 06=0.8 and reasonable
value of n, is not too large («10%). However, it increases mono-
toneously. The percentage error bound of G estimated by equation
(2-4b) for and is ciuite large, over the
range 0.4 0.82. 100% is estimated. The Linear Assumption
is. therefore,not a good approximation in our problem.
(-i -i i nfhpr pypmnles of the divergence of HO method
TG data of thermal dehydration of three magnesium
hydroxide samples under linear heating rate= 5.0°cmin.)
are ether examples. The kinetic data, o(, and T, for samples
f 7
A, B and C from Chen and Pong's paper' were calculated and
are shown in Table 2-9, 2-'?l and 2-13. Sample A is a natural
Table 2-8
Estimation of error bound of equation (2-4a)






























brucite; sample B was obtained from the mixing of sodium
hydroxide and magnesium chloride; sample C was obtained from
the mixing of ammonium hydroxide and magnesium chloride.
Kinetic parameters of five possible' combinations were first
evaluated by LLSF method. The correlation coefficients and
the parameters are listed in Appendix I. By the rationality'
of these parameters and the value of r, reaction mechanism
for this thermal reaction was assumed to be n-type. These
parameters were then treated by DC procedure so that refined
results would be obtained. However, the results were divergent
at each iteration. Finally, the value of E were very large
such that the exponential part of function G is very small
and the computer was stopped (Table 2-10,2-12 and 2-14).
(iv) Other critism on the Gauss's method
57 58
Some authors' have pointed out that least squares
estimation of nonliear parameters by the Gauss's method on
the assumption of local linearity sometimes cannot yield the
50 55
desired result. Jacquez and Bard conclude that there
are no uniformly successful methods for solving nonlinear
regression problems since the sum of square residues is not
a simple quadratic surface in nonlinear problem. The
performance of all nonlinear regression methods depend
markedly on the accuracy of the initial estimates. Further¬
more, as the dimensionality of the parameter space increases,
difficulties increase by the increase ofleaps and bounds.
Conclusively, the Gauss's method cannot insure a desired
convergent result, rather, divergence is not unusual.
Data from TG curve for the thermal dehydration



























Example of the divergence of DC method when TG data of thermal












































Data from TG curve for the thermal dehydratior




































Example of the divergence of DC method when TG data of thermal






















































Data from TG curve for the thermal dehydration























Example of the divergence of DC method when TG data of thermal


























(C) Amendment of DC method
(i) Consideration of weighing factors of the sum of square
residues.
In order to eliminate the effect of nonlinearity of
integrands F and G with respect to T, weighing factors are
attached to the square residues in equation (2-3). S should he
in a more general form:
. (2-18
Quantities w. should be assigned values such that ending region
' of the experimental curve is not too emphasized, rather, the
whole region of the curve should have equal weights with respect
to residues (T]t• _L o• J_
. To fulfil this nurnn.qp. the qnnarp
residues in equation (2-3) are converted to the square of
percentage residues with the assumption that the integral
functions F. and G. are close to each other.
.(2-19)
This is equivalent to saying that wlF
For synthetic data which have no inherited experimental
error, the kinetic parameters at the minimum make the two
integral functions equal and their ratio equal to unity, S
and S are therefore close to zero. The corresponding parameters
w
X X X
of S, S and Srn would be very close to one another. For
w l
experimental data, considerable errors are inherited, integrand
Fmay deviate from integrand G appreciably and kinetic
-
parameters derived from S, S, Srp would not be close to one
another. Tables 2-15, 2-17 and 2-19 are lists of T., T
G j 1 C j 1
and their differences T .-T. for the dehydration of Mg(0H)p,6 f 1 C| 1
unpressed sample G, curves A,.B and G. Figures 2-8, 2-9 and
2-10 are plots of o£-T curves and their corresponding o(.-T6 C
curves from Tables 2-15, 2-17 and 2-19, respectively. In these
Tables, T. values were calculated from kinetic parameters
C y 1
obtained by the minimization of S, using improved DC method
w
which will be discussed later in section (D) of this chapter.%
The main difference of these plots from those obtained from the
minimization of S is that, there is no large residues of
--T. over the entire curves. This may be explained that the
e, I c, l J
minimization of puts equal weights on the residues
The residues F.-G. for these curves were also calculated and
JL 1
are listed in Tables 2-16, 2-18 and 2-20. It could be seen that
large residues occur in the ending region. Although suitable
expression of the minimization of cannot be easily obtained,
the minimization of S can..be obtained easily and is found to
have almost equal weights on the entire curve with respect to
residues Tg q Therefore, we may expect that parameters
obtained from the minimization of equation (2-19) are closer to
those obtained from the S.
(ii) Prevention of the divergence of DC method
As discussed in Part B, when the.um of square residues
S is expressed in terms of differential corrections by
Linear Assumption, regression on S may lead to divergence
of kinetic parameters at each iteration. In order to avoid
the divergence, it is necessary to choose a set of approximate
parameters as close to the true set of kinetic parameters as
possible so that Linear Assumption can be held. However,
sometimes it is not easy to find these approximate parameters.
Table 2-1
Values of T, T and T -T from the minimizatio
e1 c e c
of data from curve A, unpressed sample C (listed ii














































































































Values of P. G and F -G from the minimization
of data from curve A, unpressed sample C (Isited




















































































These values are calculated from tnermoanalytical
data and parameters given in Table 2-15.
Tohl d 0 -.1
Values of T, T and T -T from the minimization
of data from curve B, unpressed sample C (listed i:











































































































T. are calculated from
c, 1
n=l.SSQ
a= 7. nns vi o.cipp
E=55.35 kcalmol
Table 2-18
Values of F, G and F -G from trie minimization
of data from curve B, unpressed sample C (listed
in table 2-3) by improved DC method
point
no.

















































































These values are calculated from thermoanalytical
data and parameters given in table 2-17.
Table 2-19
Values of T, T and T -T from the minimization
e c e c
of data from curve C, unpressed sample C (listed in table













































































































Values of F, G and F -G from the minimizatio:
of data, from curve G, unpressed sample G (listed




















































































These values are calculated from thermoanalytical
data and parameters given in table 2-19
Figure 2-8
Plots of oL versus T and oi versus T from Table 2-16
e c
(for TG curve A, unpressed sample C)
RBSOLUTE TEMPERATURE
Figure ?-Q
Plots of oL versus T and oL versus T from Table 2-18
e c




Plots of oL versus T and oL versus T from Table 2-20
e c
(for FG curve G, unpressed sample G)
ABSOLUTE TEMPERRTURE
By studying equation (2-19):
.(2-19)
it is obvious that even if both the integrands F. and G
approach to zero, Sw will not go to the false minimum as
in the case of regression on S. Only when all G.F. areX X
close to unity, residues in equation (2-19) are small and
S is obtained. If all G.F. are close to unity, F. vould
w 11 i
be close to G.f and T. should be close to T.; this is
i' c, l e, i
what we desired.
(D) The revised algorithm for DC method.
Since F. and G, cannot be well approximated by the
Linear Assumption of Taylor .expansion (2-4a, 2-4b), better
approximation must be found to prevent divergence in the
0
computation process.
(i) Approximation of G.
G is given by: (2-20)
w o
fa 1
By making the substitution u=ERT and using the relation,
integrand G can be expressed as:
(2-22)
This is known as asymptotic series. Although the asymptotic
series is divergent, but G value can still be calculated
by taken a limited number of terms. The accuracy of G thus
obtained will depend on the value of ERT. and the number
of terms taken'. Flynn and Wall pointed out that the
range of ERT usually lies between 20 and 60. Therefore
RT.E and higher terms can be neglected. The approximate3
K Q
value for G and G are given by:
. (2-23a
(2-23b)
Combination of equation (2-23a) and (2-23b) gives:
(2-24a)
(2-8c)where
Tf wr assume 5% error in E and the ratio E°E=
(100+5)% can be taken as unity; but A A cannot be taken
as unity. Equation (2-24a) is further reduced to
(2-24b)
This approximation is cb f ed by the artifical data listed
in chapter I ttable 1-4, where A=5.00x10 sec, E =50.00
kcalmol, n =0.5 and =5.0°Cmin. The approximated parameters
A°=l. OOxlOsec and E°=47.5 kcalmol were assumed. Let G_
be the approximated integrand given by equation (2-24b);
e, the percentage error of G-; G, the approximated integrand
calculated by the Taylor expansion (equation 2~4b) and e,
the percentage error of G• The value of these integrands





The results are shown in Table 2-21. It is seen that equation
(2-24b) is a better approximation for G, than equation (2-4b).
(ii) Approximation of In F.
As discussed in Part B of this chapter, the error bound
of F estimated by equation (2-4a) within oL= 0.8 and reasonable
value of n is not too great (colO%). Equation (2-4a) may be
still used for the approximation of F.
(2-4a)
Approximation of integrand G by and and calculation
P yioonfin+iTrQ orrnr honnH.c: p flnH P_

































































Let By Taylor expansion, ln(l-fu) can be
expressed in terms of u.:
.(2-31)
If u. is close to zero, the Linear Assumption can be applied:
l
(2-32)
Therefore, equation (2-29) can be further approximated by:
(2-33)
X
The approximation of In F by equation (2-33) for n =1.0;
n°=1.5; 0ci0.90 with interval equal to 0.1 was calculated
as an example. Values of In F, u, uuln F° and In F-(u+ln F?)
are listed in Table 2-22. u.+ln F° are the approximations of
In Fi by equation (2-33) and In Fi-(ui+ln Fi) are their residues.
Up to 0_=0 .9, the residues are rather small. The approximation
is therefore good lor this set of data.
Table 2-22
~Wr
Approximation of In F;
F is of n-type mechanism.
point
no.
In F In F° u u+ln F°
In F-
































































(iii) Sum of square residues
The logarithmic function, In x, can be expanded in the
form of the Taylor series:
.(2-4
If x approaches unity, higher terms can be neglected:
Let equation (2-19) is transformed to
(2-36)
Equation (2-36) is valid provided that the experimental data
does not inherit serious error. Equations (2-24b) and (2-33)
are combined with equation (2-36) to yield sum of square
residues in terms of differential corrections:
(2-37)
(
However, since AA may have quantity comparable to A°, the
X
above approximation (2-38) holds only when lim S—S. Let
(2-39)
When AA approaches to zero, §A also approaches to the same
minimum. We can minimize Str with respect to Sa, AE and An.
(2-40)
•x-
The necessary conditions to fulfil S are 7)3 cAn=C),° ww
c)S c)Sa=0 and c)S ciE=0. The set of normal equations of
w w
equation (2-40) can be established in a matrix form:
£
. (9-Al)
Solving the normal equation (2-41) for differential correct¬
ions SA, AE and An, the approximated kinetic parameters are





SA cannot be added to A° directly; A is improved in the following
way: { o_-zn
,(2-42)
Because equation (2-40) has approximations in estimating
F. and G the correction cannot yield Sw immediately. The
improved procedures are then employed to calculate another
set of corrections. The process is repeated until desired
accuracy is acquired.
fivl Generalization to other possible combinations c
parameters n,m and]
As an example, the combination of n and p is considered, Le1
,..(2-44c




If u+ V are small enough, the Linear Assumption may be
applied to eauation (2-A8):
a r
Combination of equations (2-49) and. (2-47) yields the approximat-




The approximation of In F by equation (2-50) for n =13 and
p =-1; n°=23 and p°=-0.5; 0oC0.90 with interval equal to
0.1 was calculated as an example. Values of In F., u .+v.,ill
u.+v.+ln F° and In F-(u.+v.+ln F?) are listed in Table 2-23.ill iviii
o
u+v+ln F are the approximation of In F by equation (2-50)
r 0
and In F-(u+v+ln F) are their residues. Although values
of are quite large and the approximation (2-45) may not
z o
be very good, values of the residues In F. -(u.+v.+ln F.) arei i i i
quite small up to oL=0.9. The approximation (2-50) is there¬
fore good for this set of data.
Combination of equation (2-50) with equations (2-24b)
and (2-33) yields the sum of square residues S in terms of
four differential corrections:
(2-51)
The normal equations of equation (2-51) are linear m.£A,
AE, An and AP- Solving the normal equations for these




A TiTTrnY i amti nn nf In Ti1
V i o n f rm— t. v rp mppham's
poinl
no.





























































l Testing of the improved DC method
Artificial data set 2 arid 5
For testing the validity of the improved DC method,
artificial data set 2 and 5 (from Table 1-4 and 1-7, respect¬
ively) were used to test the proposed different algorithm. LLSF
method was first applied and the results have already been listed
in Tables l-17b and l-17e, respectively. In order to test he
ability for prevention of divergence, larger errors were assumed.
Artificial data set 2 is of n-type mechanism with n=0.5,
A=5 .OOxlOsec, E=50.00 kcalmol and =9. 0°Cmin. Two
different sets of first approximations for data set 2 were
assumed. The true values, first approximations, errors in the
first approximations are listed in Table 2-24. The value of
6 for criteria (2-9fs) is assumed to be 10~, After several
iterations, criteria (2-9's) were satisfied and the final values
were very close to the true values. The final values, last
differential corrections and number of iterations are also listed
in Table 2-24. The fact that large errors in the first approxim¬
ations yields convergence in the DC method with small number
of iterations examplifies that the improved DC method is power¬
ful for prevention of divergence when therrnoanalytical data
nf n-tvrip rneehonsim are treated.
Artificial data set 5 is of np-type mechanism with n=l'3,
p=-l, E=50.00 kcalmol, A=9. 00x10 s ec and= 5.00°Cmi n. The
true values, first approximations, error in first first approxi¬
mations, final values, last differential corrections and mi; 'mr
of iterations are listed in Table 2-25. The final values are very
close to the true values. The number of iteration are also very
small. Therefore, the improved DC method is satisfied to treat
this set of artificial data.
Table
Results of the treatment of artificial
data set 2 by the improved DC method
Parameters Y) AUlOsec1) E@i) s












































Results of the treatment of artificial
data set 5 by the improved DC method
Parameters n P A(xlO-15sec) E(~)
























































(ii ) Three sets of TG data from the dehydration of three
magnesium hydroxide samples,A, B and C, with pressing
TG data from Tables 2-9 2-11 and 2-13 for MgCOH) sample
A, B and C are used to test the proposed improved DC method
since they had led to the divergence of the old DC method.
These data are taken from three curves in Chen and Fong's
paper. The iteration processes computed by the method are
listed in Tables 2-26, 2-28 and 2-30 for TG curves, sample A,
B and C, respectively. The first approximations in these tables
are taken from parameters which were evaluated by LLSF method.
n-type mechanism for these TG data is assumed. Final refined
parameters are in the reasonable range. The TG data from
sample A is a natural brucite. Smaller E and A values are
evaluated. The reaction order is also smaller as compared with
that from the other two set of TG data. Values of od, T.,
e y 1
T. and T .-T. for these data are listed in Table 2-27,
c, l e, i c, i
2-29 and 2-31, respectively. Quantities T ,--T in these
t j i C j 1
tables are approximately equally distributed over the entire
range of each set of data. It may be concluded that the improved
DC method has almost equal weights on the whole curve.
Table 2-26
Results from the treatment of improved DC method
























Values of T, T and T— T from the minimization
of data in Table (2-9) by the improved DC method
M) T„(K] T -T (K)
0. 0 2 U
0. 046
0. 086




















6 5 p. 1 7
667.7?
677.69
6 8 8,. 3 7











- 2. 4 3
; 8.4
Table 2-28
Results from the treatment of improved DC method



































Values of T, T and T- T from the minimization
a c e c
of data in Table 2-11 by the improved DC method
Te(K) T (K)c TeTc(K)
0.05 2
0. 0 7 7
0. 1 2°
0. 1 68
o. 2 8 4
0. 386
















6 2 6. 7 o
6 3 0, V 7
636.70
6 4 1. 7 r
647.00
6 8 1 .06
6. 3 8. 4 2
667.44
6 7 0. 0 3
6 7 l,( j 0







- 0. 4 2
- 0. 4 4
-1.93
- 0. 6 0
7. 22
m- n o fh
Results from the treatment of improved DC method































Values of T, Tp F r and T— T from the minimization
of data in Table 2-13 by the improved DC method
Te(K) T U) T -T (K)
u. 0 3 2
0 .071














6? 7. 1 0
rv7 2. 1 7
6 3. 4 3
r 4 4.41
o 7 1.1 7
o 7 0. 4 7
o6 6.27









(iii) Three sets of TG data from the dehydration of
magnesium hydroxide, sample C, without pressin
52
Thrpp c-of-o of TTr tfllfpn f rnm Pnnp1 nr) f1, h pn' r rianpr
have already been listed in Tables 2-1, 2-3 and 2-5. These
data had been treated by the old DC method and were found that
too heavy weights were on the ending part of these curves.
They are thus treated by the improved DC method. Iteration
processes are shown in Tables 2-32, 2-33 and 2-34. Parameters
evaluated for these data by both old and improved DC method are
listed in Table 2-35 for comparision. It is seen that the
refined parameters obtained by the improved method are of small
difference from those obtained by the old method, but of the
old DC method is much larger than that of the improved DC
method. The refined parameters derived from improved DC method
are therefore better. These parameters, together with their
corresponding oL values, have been listed in Tables 2-16, 2-18
and 2-20. They were used to generate the od-T curves which
have already been shown in Figures 2-8, 2-9 and 2-10. Correspond
ing cL-T curves are also shown in the same figure. As
discussed previously in part C of this chapter, there are no
large residues of T .-T. over the entire curve; the
c e, i c, l
improved DC method, therefore, seems better than the old DC
method.
Table 2-32
Iteration process of improved DC method when
curve A, unpressed sample C was treated
Iteration
number




























Iteration process of improved DC method when
curve B, unpressed sample C was treated
Iteration
number
n A(xlO sec'') P k c a 1



























Iteration process of improved DC method when
curve C. unoressed samole C was treated
Iteration


























Comparision of the refined parameters evaluated from
the old DC method and the improved DO method



































Application of the improved Combined Numerical Method
to the evaluation of kinetic parameters from
thermoanalvtical data of some reactions in solution
Recently, a series of papers have been published using
the data of three reactions in solution of different orders
38-40
to test the validity of some kinetic equations
Chen and Fong proposed the combined numerical method to
evaluate kinetic parameters from thermogravimtric curves'.
The method was, then, applied successfully to analyse data
52
for thermal dehydration of magnesium hydroxide. It is
therefore desirable to verify the proposed combined numerical
method with these solution data. In order to apply the proposed
method to solution data, some modifications are necessary.
A. Basic equations and LLSF method
Reaction rates of decomposition of solids are always
equal to zero at room temperature. If the lower limit for
the exponential integral is regarded as zero, it can be
visualized that the sample is heated up from absolute zero
to room temperature and no reaction occurs during this period
For the three reactions in solution, which have been
studied previously, rates at room temperature are signifi¬
cant. So-, the lower limit of the exponential integral
should not be started from zero; instead, it should be
started from the temperature at which reaction begins.
Furthermore, concentration is used instead of degree of
conversion.
The rate equation is written in the following form:
(3-1
where c is the concentration of the reactant. Taking
logarithm, equation (3-1) yields:
(3-2)
Write equation (3-2) in the following form
(3-3)
The sum of square residues S is given by
(3-4)
for 1 data points. For convenience,!_! is simplified
i=l
as. To minimize S with respect to coefficients p-, p
and p, differential equations c) Scp=0, £)S P2=0 an
c)Sc)p=0 should be satisfied and the set of normal equations
are established in a matrix form:
(3-5)
The three constants p» P£ and p can be obtained by solving
equation (3-5) and the three parameters A, E and n are,
then, deduced from the three constants. The three parameters
thus obtained are further improved by DC method.
B• The DC method





where c is the initial concentration and T is the absolute
o 0
temperature at which reaction started. These lower limits
may be replaced by the c_- and T_-, an T_2,...etc.
Although the left hand side of equation (3-7) can be
integrated in the usual way, but the integrand for n equals
unity does not fit in the general integrand equation. It
would be more convenient, therefore, to integrate both sides





Let the parameters found from LLSF method be A0, E° and n°;
AA, AE and An be the corresponding differential corrections•
Applying Taylor's expansion with Linear Assumption to Ch




Equations(3-11) and (3-12) are combined with equation(3-10):
where S is the minimum of in the parametric space. The
c c
ft -¥r
necessary conditions to fulfil S are rScrAn=0, rSc AA=0
o




Solving equation (3-14) yields values of An, ,A and aE•
Since equation (3-14) is an approximated one, an, a A and
aE are not accurate. However, they can be used to improve
%







The improved parameters are employed to repeat the above




C. The improved DC method
As pointed out in chapter two, there are tvo shortcoming
of the DC method. One is divergence; the other is the
attainment of results which are evaluated from unsuitable
weights of data points. A different algorithm of DC method
was proposed in chapter two and the improved method should be
tested by thermoanalytical data of reactions in solution.
The sum of square residues S is used to replace S:
(3-17)
Provided that C.G., the right hand side of equation (3-17)3a 3
can he converted into a logarithmic form by the Talyor
expansion with Linear Assumption:
(3-18a)
(3-18b)
which can be rewritten as;
-x-
(i) Approximation of In G
• (3-9)exp(-ERT)dT
exp(-E Rf)dT (3-19)
Integrands in equation (3-19) can be approximated as follows:
Similarly, In G? can be approximated by the above steps:
Divide equation (3-20a) by (3-20b):
wher
( x_o~i'
If 5% error in E° is assumed. E°E and the
last quotient term can be neelectc 4- K rr-1 r-,+
becaus Equation (3-21) is therefore
reduced to:
Taking logarithm, equation (3-22) becomes:
_( 3-23
(ii) Approximation of In C.







By the same evaluation steps shown in section D(ii), the
last term in equation (3-25) can be approximated by the
Taylor expansion with Linear Assumption;
(3-26)
provided that both (Gn)i and An are not very large. In
is,thereforeJ further approximated:
(3-27)
(iii) Sum of square residues S
The combination of equation (3-18b), (3-25) and (3-2?)
r
yields S in terms of differential corrections An, AA and
AF
. (3-28)




The necessary conditions to fulfil
rnhe set of normal equations of
equation (5~29) can be established in a matrix form.
.(5-30)
Solving the normal equation (3-28) for differential corrections
$A,AE and An, the approximated kinetic parameters are
improved by adding these corrections:
, (3-29a)
. (3-29b)




Because equation (3-2b) has approximations in estimating
G. and G., the corrections cannot yield Sir immediately,
11 w J
The improved parameters are then employed to calculate
another set of corrections. The process is repeated until





Thermoanalytical data of reactions in solution are taken
from Chen and Fong's paper entitled Testing of some dynamic
kinetic equations' 40,, These data were obtained under linear
heating rate. The reaction time are conveniently changed
into reaction temperature. Tables (3-1), (3-2) and (3-3) are
the lists of these data from duplicate runs of zero-order
reaction, single run of first-order reaction and duplicate runs
of second-order reaction, respectively. The LLSF procedure
is first employed to treat these solution data. It is
difficult to determine dcdt by the measurement of slope
from the thermoanalytical curves accurately. Numerical
method is used to fit each curve by a five-order polynomial:
(3-29)
The rate of reaction can be found by the differentiation
of equation(3-29):
(3-30)
and the linear relation of temperature and time:
(3-31)
Results from the treatment of LLSF are listed in table(3-4)•
Table 3-1

















































Thermoanalytical data of a first-order reaction




























Heating rate of this run was 0.241° per minute.
Table 3-3
Thermoanalytical data of a second-order reaction











































Results from LLSF method for zero-, 1st-
























The DC procedure is then used to improve the kinetic
parameters evaluated by the LLSF procedure. However,
divergence at each iteration makes tne procedure failed
for all five sets of data. Tables (3-5) and (3-6) are
examples of the divergence of the DC procedure
for solution data of zero-order (run 1) and second-order
(run 2) reactions, respectively.
Table 3-5
Divergence of DC procedure when data of
















































For iteration number 6-28, all the kinetic parameters
continued to diverge and the S continued to become smaller.
At iteration number 30, the computation was terminated. The
last regressed quantities are: An=-0.175, AA=0.0 sec
and AE=0.0 kcalmol.
Table 3-6
Example of the divergence of DC procedure when
second-order reaction data (run 2) was treated
Iteration
number












As the DC procedure proposed by Chen and Fong failed to refine
results from LLSF method for kinetic data of reaction in
solution, the improved DC procedure is applied to these data.
Value of 6 for criteria 3-16fs in the improved DC method is
-3
arbitary chosen as 10. Final refined results for all five sets
of data are shown in Table 3-7. The iteration processes are
listed in Appendix II.
Table 3-7
Results from improved DC method for
thermoanalytical data of reactions in solution
Parameters
zero-order first-order s ec ond-order



















Deviations in the evaluated parameter values for same reaction
should be due to experimental error in concentration and
temperature. Results from other various methods, taken from
Chen and Fong's paperiS-iOare summarized in Table (3-8) for
comparison.
Table 3-8
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All the lines are curve. Kinetic parameters cannot be
determined.
From these results, it is seen that the kinetic parameters
obtained from the Combined Numerical Method agree reason-
ably vell with those obtained from other accepted methods,
including those from isothermal studies. Hence, it can be con¬
cluded that the proposed improved DC method is workable
and the Combined Numerical Method is useful to evaluate
kinetic parameters from data of reactions in solution.
Chen and Fong~ had criticized that Coats and Redfern's
method and Horowitz and Metzgerfs method failed to evaluate
kinetic parameters for these data Treatments according to
Achar et al gave satisfactory results for zero-order reaction
but for the other two kinds of reactions, the results are not
ocnclusive, because data fitting of different orders have
approximately the same linearity. Freeman and Carrollfs method
predicted the right order of reaction for all the reactions
but the less precise data of dcdt were involved The results
would be less reliable. The Combined Numerical method can
give correct form of f(c) directly and only the primary data
ci and Ti are required in the refinement by improved DC
procedure. The method seems to be more sound to evaluate
kinetic parameters by dynamic methods.
Appendix I
Evaluation of kinetic parameters of five possible combinations
by LLSF method for TG data of the thermal dehydration of
pressed Mg(OH)p, sample A, B and C
Table A-l
Results from LLSE method for pressed Mg(0H)o, sample A





















value of A is less than 10sec
Table A-2
Results from LLSF method for pressed Mg(0H)of sample B



















values of A are less than 10~40sec-l
Tahlp A-
Results from LLSF method for pressed Mg(OH), sample C


















'f value of A is less than 10 sec
Armendix II
Iteration processes of the improved DC method
of five sets of solution data.
First approximations for all five sets of solution data
in the improved DC method were taken from results derived from
LLSF method. These results have been listed in Table 3-4.
Value of€ for equation (3-16) is arbitarily chosen as 10.
Tflhlp A~ A
Iteration process of improved DC method when
data of zero-order reactionfrun 1) was treated
Iteration
number



























Iteration process of improved DC method wnen
data of zero-order reaction(run 2) was treated
Iteration
number

























Iteration process of improved DC method when














































Iteration process of improved DC method when
























Iteration process of improved DC method when
data of second-order reaction (run 2) was treated
Iteratio]
number
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